ACROSS
9  Do farm work beside ancient gateway (9)
10  Yes, a sanctimonious creature (5)
11  Circus performer’s vessel (7)
12  Key reason to be sentimental (7)
13  Self-raising aid fits trial outing (9)
16  Abolish article from annual (5)
17  Tiresome divas disrupt dreadful film (8,5)
20  Mount artificial intelligence on wrongdoing (5)
21  Wheels transported earlier – in another place (9)
24  Leave tiles as arranged (3,4)
25  Race had degenerated into farce (7)
27  Happening to be an appendage (5)
28  Arthur’s beginning to upset Lancelot without warning (3,2,4)

DOWN
1  In Budapest a Tuscan has social standing (6)
2  Fourth strange instrument (4)
3  Stable boy stole round by river (6)
4  Beast had nothing in pub (4)
5  Commercial undertakings are exciting things (10)
6  Terribly cool radio misses one state (8)
7  Suspect I now detain going all round the country (10)
8  Left in great unhappiness – that’s mean (7)
14  A false statement by country causes hostility (10)
15  Man interrupted clarinet broadcast but was acquitted (2,3,5)
18  Drink I’m not able to hide at Spanish airport (8)
19  Casual, not initially, to accept us, it’s the norm (2,5)
22  Break the law to acquire riches (6)
23  Viewer permitted a loophole (6)
25  It’s not very warm up in the Finland location (4)
26  Relative drives worker round the bend (4)